The Paulicians and the Preserved Text
Christian Knights Kill their Unarmed Enemies
Bogomils, "Beloved of God" - Link to the Paulicians
Catharism

The Spread Through Europe
The four different Christian areas of the Roman Empire which produced their respective family of manuscripts.
• 684—Edict issued against the Paulicians by Emperor Constantine IV
• 689—Emperor Justinian II burns countless numbers of Paulicians in a huge funeral pile.
717-741 — Emperor Leo
741-775 — Emperor Constantine (Copronymus) large numbers of Paulicians are transplanted into Thrace. European history begins
Catharism
The Spread Through Europe

Places mentioned:
- London
- Paris
- Orleans
- Toulouse
- Carcassonne
- Lyon
- Marseille
- Rome
- Milan
- Vicenza
- Martone
- Florence
- Spoleto
- Bologna
- Dalmatia
- Constantinople
- Asia Minor
- Smyrna
- Philadelphia
- Les Cathares
- Les Vaudois
- Les Bogomiles
- Les Pauliciens

Dates mentioned:
- 1022
- 1028
- Lyon vers 1190

Arrows indicate the spread of Catharism through Europe.
842—Massive persecution under Empress Theodora.

Byzantine Text rebounds because of transplantation of Paulicians into Eastern Europe in the 8th Century.